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As lockdown measures ease optimism is growing. For the recruitment industry, 
however, this is no time to relax and wait for the old normal to return. Over the past 
months and year a new normality has been much touted, with concepts such as 
the hybrid workforce taking centre stage. However, the amount of constant change 
has meant any kind of normal has yet to materialise – the old assumptions no longer 
apply and even new ideas and innovations are quickly undermined by yet more 
pandemic related challenges.
To some extent the new challenges faced by the recruitment industry, and by 
employers, are not that different from the old ones. Diversity, sourcing in-demand 
skills, innovative thinking and professional service are as important to the recruitment 
sector today as they always have been. Perhaps more importantly, companies 
shouldn’t lose sight of where they were already going and the good they were 
already doing through the haze of the pandemic.
As the employment world evolves yet again to adapt to the next stage in the 
pandemic, the recruitment industry can take on board the lessons learn over the 
most recent hard times, but also remember the great things it does when there isn’t 
a pandemic to deal with. In this way it can drive towards an even better tomorrow, 
ready for anything and helping the businesses it serves be ready as well.
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reliable
/rɪˈlʌɪəb(ə)l/

1. consistently good in quality or performance.

adjective
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STUCK IN THE MIDDLE 
Report identifies too few digital skills among workforce.
A new report, launched today by 
FutureDotNow, the coalition of 
leading organisations focused on 
accelerating the UK’s workplace 
digital skills at scale, identifies the 
risk to UK businesses and the 
nation’s economy of a ‘hidden 
middle’: 17.1m people without the 
essential digital skills for work (EDS). 
The EDS Framework[ is a range of 
skills people need to participate in 
and contribute to the digital world in 
life and at work. 
Whilst many businesses recognise 
the social challenge of digital 
exclusion and advanced digital 
skills opportunities, there is a hidden 
middle without EDS, around half 
the UK’s workforce. The digital skills 
of millions in this hidden middle, 
upon whom business productivity 
and commercial success is likely to 
depend, has been overlooked; only 
23% of employees report having any 
digital skills training from employers. 
In fact, according to IMD World 

Digital Competitiveness 2020 data, 
the UK is ranked 41st in the world for 
employee training.
The scale of this upskilling challenge 
is significant, particularly in sectors 
vital to the UK: retail, services, 
manufacturing, construction 
and the public sector, but so is 
the opportunity. In response, 
FutureDotNow has launched its 
Playbook, to help businesses to 
rapidly move forward in identifying the 
EDS they are lacking and upskilling 
their people. The Playbook is free 
to FutureDotNow members and 
combines experience, techniques 
and top-tips from coalition members 
who have recognised that they must 
address the hidden middle.
The report articulates the commercial 
risks presented by this hidden 
middle, including negative impacts 
on business productivity and financial 
performance by slowing the adoption 
of digital processes, holding back 
businesses and reducing the UK’s 

global competitiveness.
Too many businesses assume their 
employees have the EDS for work 
because they can, for example, 
use smartphones. The need to 
equip the whole workforce with the 
basic workplace digital skills, such 
as accessing payslips, booking 
shifts and leave, avoiding social-
media disasters, basic password 
practice, using cloud storage, 
analysing data, synchronising 
information across multiple devices 
and keeping viruses out of systems 
by identifying suspicious emails is 
not being addressed by most UK 
organisations.
FutureDotNow has been focused 
on the UK’s workplace digital skills 
crisis since 2019 after its founder 
and chair, Sir Peter Estlin, Lord 
Mayor of London from 2018 to 2019, 
recognised that the desired pace of 
workplace digitisation is unmatched 
by basic digital skills. Much attention 
has rightly been paid to social issues 

around digital exclusion, but little 
attention has been paid to the dearth 
of workplace essential digital skills.
Liz Williams, chief executive, 
FutureDotNow, said: 
“FutureDotNow’s report reveals 
a hidden middle between digital 
exclusion and advanced digital skills 
which needs addressing urgently: 
there’s a significant part of our 
workforce without the essential digital 
skills required for the new global 
digital world we’re competing in. 
Great businesses are underpowered 
like smartphones with a flat battery 
because their workforces lack these 
essential digital skills.
“FutureDotNow and its members, 
who are already seeing the power 
of working together to upskill their 
employees, will be able to help 
them take action. And our Playbook, 
launched today is a practical guide 
to identifying missing essential digital 
skills and how to go about upskilling 
employees.”
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Red Diamond Executive 
Headhunters has announced 
‘outstanding’ growth figures, 
paving the way for further 
expansion. Headquartered in 
Huddersfield, West Yorkshire, 
the agency specialises in placing 
business leaders and senior 
management in roles across the 
globe. 
Under the directorship of founder 
Emma Robinson and her husband 
Simon Robinson, Red Diamond 
has increased turnover by 56% 
compared with last year’s figures, 
which themselves were up by 
30% on the previous year.
The company has grown 
throughout lockdown, with the 
team working remotely to make 
key appointments in a wide range 
of sectors, including aerospace, 
health and beauty, construction 
materials, modular housing and 

manufacturing.
Red Diamond is now poised 
to expand further, with plans 
in the pipeline to launch a new 
mid-market arm of the business 
to operate alongside the 
headhunting division over the 
summer.
Recent key placements include 
two technical directors in the 
electrical sector and a number of 
placements across Europe in the 
aerospace industry. Two sales 
directors, a financial director, an 
entire sales team for a growing 
aviation business and three 
director-level roles with a FTSE 
top 100 company have all been 
successfully appointed.
Emma said Red Diamond – that 
celebrates its 10th anniversary 
this year – had seen a rise in 
demand from organisations 
looking to bolster their senior 

Expanding headhunting agency 
celebrates ‘outstanding’ year-end figuresWe’ve built a communications 

platform that integrates
with some the world’s
leading CRMs and Business 
Software providers.

For the latest industry news log on to www.theglobalrecruiter.com or sign up for our regular news by email

teams. In addition, the business’s 
global portfolio had enabled it 
to continue working even at the 
height of the UK lockdown: “As 
an international business, parts 
of the world have been opening 
up faster than we have been in 
the UK, so we have experienced 
a year-round demand for talented 
senior leaders,” she said. 
“This has helped us achieve 
outstanding results this year 
despite the global pandemic. 
And as the UK emerges from 

restrictions, some big hitters are 
already announcing their intention 
to recruit, which is really positive. 
The news that the economy 
grew by 2.1% in March is also 
cause for optimism that we are 
beginning to get back on track.
“The value of talented leaders 
has been evident throughout 
the pandemic and will be even 
more apparent as organisations 
look to rebuild and recover from 
the effects of Covid-19,” she 
concluded.

https://go.cloudcall.com/intelligent-crm-integrations
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EXIT COSTS

New research from Personio 
suggests that businesses are 
sleepwalking towards a costly 
talent exodus, with four in ten 
employees (38 per cent) looking 
to change roles in either the next 
6 or 12 months – or once the 
economy has strengthened – rising 
to 55 per cent for 18-34 year olds. 
Person have said businesses need 
to prioritise their people as they 
emerge from the pandemic, or risk 
paying the price. 
The research – based on a survey 
of 500 HR decision makers and 
2,002 workers across the UK and 
Ireland – finds that while nearly 
half (45 per cent) of employers 
are worried staff will leave once 
the job market improves, only a 
quarter (26 per cent) state that 
talent retention is a priority for 
their organisation over the next 12 
months – suggesting many are 
leaving themselves vulnerable to 
huge costs.
In fact, economic analysis 
reveals that, overall, the cost of 
additional staff turnover over the 
next 12 months could amount to 
an estimated £16.9 billion toll on 

businesses in UK and Ireland – 
equating to £10,076 per business – 
with SMEs alone facing estimated 
costs of up to £5.8 billion.
When it comes to reasons for 
leaving, the research uncovers 
a worrying disconnect between 
employers’ perception of what will 
encourage their staff to leave and 
their employees’ reality. Whilst 
employers are right to believe that 
a pay freeze or cut (28 per cent 
HR decision makers vs 22 per 
cent employees) and a worsening 
work/life balance (20 per cent 
HR decision makers vs 23 per 
cent employees) are key factors 
that could cause workers to look 
elsewhere in the near future, they 
drastically underestimate the 
pushing power of toxic workplace 
culture. Almost twice as many 
employees than HR decision 
makers consider toxic workplace 
culture to be a significant push 
factor (12 per cent HR decision 
makers vs 21 per cent employees).
For employees looking elsewhere, 
the top two most influential factors 
forcing them to look elsewhere in 
the next 12 months are a lack of 

career progression opportunities 
(29 per cent) and appreciation 
for the work they do (29 per 
cent). However HR decision 
makers believe these factors to 
be less significant, with only 17 
per cent and 15 per cent stating 
lack of career opportunities and 
appreciation to be push factors, 
respectively.
Indicative of a broader disconnect 
that could be contributing to a lack 
of loyalty amongst employees, the 
research also finds that employers 
believe they have supported teams 
better than employees suggest they 
have. HR decision makers are over 
twice as likely as employees to rate 
their business’s support for career 
development as ‘good’ (64 per cent 
HRDMs vs 30 per cent employees), 
and more likely to see its support 
for work / life balance (70 per cent 
HRDMs vs 53 per cent employees) 
and mental / physical wellbeing (68 
per cent HRDMs vs 44 per cent 
employees) in a positive light. 
Hanno Renner, co-founder and 
CEO of Personio said: “The last 
year has been a challenging one 
for businesses and HR teams 

who have often found themselves 
‘firefighting’, dealing with multiple 
new tasks and concerns. For 
some, this has caused other areas 
such as people strategy to fall to 
the wayside – but this negligence 
comes at a cost. Falling out of 
touch with the workforce’s problems 
and priorities means that not only 
could people be more frustrated 
and ready to resign, but employers 
will be poorly prepared to prevent 
people leaving – resulting in 
lost talent and productivity, and 
damaged employer brand. 
“As businesses look to emerge 
from this crisis in a position of 
strength and turn the tide on the 
costs of a potential talent exodus, 
they now need to come up with 
a long term people strategy,” 
Renner adds. “By prioritising their 
people and taking a more strategic 
approach to people management, 
employers can prevent an 
impending talent drain and drive 
their business performance as well 
as the wider economy.” 

Post-pandemic talent exodus could cost up to 
£17 billion for businesses in UK and Ireland
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“RECRUITMENT  
IS BROKEN”
Report from assessment provider highlights 
failure of recruitment processes.

Research from Thomas 
International suggests over half (57 
per cent) of all hires made in the 
last 12 months are not working out 
in some capacity, with 25 per cent 
not working out at all. The research 
reveals a significant and growing 
trust gap in the recruitment world; 
as the average cost of hiring a new 
employee reaches the dizzying 
height of £3,000 in the UK and 
businesses struggle to get back on 
their feet following the disruption 
caused by COVID-19. 
The company’s report “2021: Mind 
the trust gap” surveyed 500 senior 
hiring managers and recruiters in 
the UK and found poor fit between 
candidate and role (46 per cent) 
and poor fit between candidate and 
culture (44 per cent) are the top two 
reasons why the majority of hires 
aren’t working out. 
The research further reveals that 
a range of systematic issues 
are the root cause of almost 
half of these failed hires and are 
fundamentally undermining trust 
in recruitment. The top offenders 
include complicated, elongated 

processes – an issue for 31 per 
cent – inability to test culture or role 
fit (31 per cent), over reliance on 
gut instinct (29 per cent) and a lack 
of transparency (30 per cent). 
While two in five (41 per cent) 
hiring managers cite finding the 
right candidate in a remote hiring 
environment as their biggest 
recruitment challenge today, the 
company believes this is really 
a smokescreen obscuring some 
troubling, long standing issues.
“Recruitment is broken,” 
comments Sabby Gill, CEO 
of Thomas. “Businesses that 
don’t take action to fix it will face 
significant challenges as they 
look to accelerate hiring over the 
next couple of years, establish 
workforces that are fit for the future, 
and rebuild and reshape teams to 
take advantage of new economic 
opportunities.”
Luckily, the report reveals nearly a 
third (30 per cent) of respondents 
think it’s critical to improve the 
quality of recruitment processes, 
with a further 55 per cent saying 
it’s important. This maps to an 

overriding sense of a need to 
evolve hiring systems and establish 
a different overall approach in 
recruitment. One which, if executed 
well, will close the trust gap that’s 
undermining hiring.
The report further found 39 per 
cent are having difficulties with 
candidate differentiation, while an 
overwhelming 77 per cent see bias 
or a lack of diversity in their current 
hiring processes as a significant to 
moderate challenge. 
Brexit concerns haven’t gone away 
either; four in ten (37 per cent) say 
it’s still a big influence on hiring and 
skills acquisition. 
Digitisation, AI and emerging 
technologies is also bubbling 
away, with 35 per cent saying it’s 
the second biggest driver in their 
business. Despite the headlines, 
the gig economy isn’t as influential 
as other factors. Over half (57 per 
cent) say it’s the fourth biggest 

influence on change, and just 3 per 
cent put it top. 
We can’t ignore that remote 
working due to COVID-19 is having 
a significant impact on recruitment, 
with 44 per cent of businesses 
saying it’s their biggest driver of 
reshaping existing hiring practices. 
Sabby Gill continues, “Recruitment 
is on the rise in 2021 after a slow 
year, so getting things right is vital. 
Hiring managers need to look 
beyond the CV to an individual’s 
true potential. If you find the right 
person – through aptitude and 
behavioural testing – then you 
don’t need to worry about which 
university degree they have. With 
the right training, apprenticeship 
schemes and more, British 
businesses can not only solve the 
skills gaps they’re facing now, but 
also plan ahead for the jobs in the 
future that don’t even exist yet.”

As part of its drive to create an 
environment where diversity, 
equality and inclusion is an integral 
part of its culture, Harvey Nash 
Group has launched its Inclusion 
Passport to provide further support 
to its 2,500 employees. The 
Inclusion Passport is designed 
for employees who may need 
reasonable adjustments in 
the workplace due to a health 
condition, disability or another 
personal situation, to have a 
conversation and record any 
needs. 
It provides a confidential and 
structured process by which needs 
are assessed, support provided, 

and reasonable adjustments made. 
Examples include:
• Support for life changes like the 

menopause
• Putting in place flexible working 

to support caring for a family 
member

• Support with hidden disabilities 
like dyslexia, ADHD or dyspraxia

• Making adjustments to support 
religious practices

The Passport is stored 
confidentially, and stays with the 
employee so if they move jobs 
within the Group or have a new 
manager, the Passport can be 
shared with the relevant person 
so they are immediately informed, 

making the conversation easier.
The Inclusion Passport is one of 
a wide range of initiatives Harvey 
Nash Group is putting in place to 
help its people succeed, no matter 
what their background or situation.
“We understand that starting 
a conversation about a health 
condition, disability or other 
personal situation can be hard, 
but finding out how to make a 
Passport available to all of our 
employees is a key step on Harvey 
Nash Group’s journey to inclusion,” 
says Melanie Hayes, chief people 
officer. “The tool goes above and 
beyond best practice in this area by 
encompassing frequent religious 

practice, neurodiversity and 
menopause, as well as disability 
and gender reassignment.”
Bev White, Group CEO 
commented: “We believe that 
the Inclusion Passport should 
be available to any organisation 
dedicated to embedding inclusion. 
Harvey Nash Group is committed 
to listening and ensuring that 
reasonable adjustments are 
effective so that barriers can 
be removed to provide equal 
opportunities for all employees and 
to remove the disadvantages they 
can face.”

Harvey Nash Group launches 
Inclusion Passport to further 
support its 2,500 employees

INCLUDE MENEW LEADER 
Warren Partners appoints new 
managing director.

John Mathieson has been appointed 
managing director of board advisory 
and executive search consultancy, 
Warren Partners. He joins from 
marketing communication business, 
Dentsu, where he was chief 
operating officer.
After over ten successful years 
as managing partner and having 
transitioned the business to 
employee ownership, Victoria Gee is 
now focusing her time on the growth 
of Warren Partners’ Technology & 
Digital Practice.
John will be working closely with 
founder, Joëlle Warren, executive 
chair, Ian Durant (NED) who chairs 
the Warren Partners Employee 
Ownership Trust Board (EOT) and 
Victoria, who remains on the Board.
Commenting on his appointment, 
Victoria Gee, says: “This is an 
exciting time for Warren Partners. 
John’s deep experience in strategy 
and operations together with his 

collaborative leadership style, 
will be pivotal in ensuring Warren 
Partners meets its strategic aims and 
continues to thrive.”
“I’m delighted to welcome John 
to Warren Partners,” adds Joëlle 
Warren. “His affinity with our 
values and purpose alongside 
his commercial expertise will help 
to guide us into the future, whilst 
keeping us connected with the 
principles of ‘treating others as we 
want to be treated’, upon which the 
business was founded.”
John concludes: “As a purpose led 
business, I was struck by Warren 
Partners’ commitment to building 
diverse boards and leadership teams 
to deliver positive sustainable change 
at a time when leadership is more 
important than ever. I am looking 
forward immensely to working with 
the team as we continue to take the 
business forward.”
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The impact of the Covid-19 pandemic presents the opportunity to 
reshape work, employability and labour market structures and create 
a better normal. Many governments were quick to adopt measures to 
mitigate the immediate negative impacts of Covid-19 and to then work on 
other mechanisms to enable economic recovery. But governments can’t 
do it alone.
The involvement of the private sector is essential to deliver a swift 
recovery in both growth and employment. Businesses and governments 
each have strengths that should be leveraged in synergy. At the World 
Employment Confederation, we are working closely with the International 
Organisation of Employers (IOE), which represents businesses and 
employers at global level. At this crucial time for labour markets, our two 
organisations have come together to outline recommendations for driving 
a job rich, productive, sustainable and quality road to recovery post 
pandemic. 
By acknowledging key labour market drivers we can then take concrete 
and actionable policy options at all levels of labour market governance. 
Some drivers – including the vulnerability of workers and employers 
in the informal economy and the polarisation of opportunity based on 
skills, gender, age etc – were already present before Covid hit. The 
pandemic has triggered a quantum leap in digital transformation and how 
work is organised – illustrated by the growth in remote work and online 
collaboration, new e-commerce trends and the automation of global 
supply chains. We must now leverage these opportunities to deliver jobs 
and drive business.

The new normal

Policy requirements for the new normal fall into three key categories: 
Firstly, working in the new normal. Policymakers need to recognise 
the strong link between productive employment and decent work. 
Businesses need an enabling environment in order to grow – including 
public-private partnerships that allow governments and business to 
leverage their respective strengths. Governments must also focus on 
promoting diverse forms of work to enable labour market participation, 
inclusion and formalisation. New technologies allow people to work in 
different ways and we must ensure that they can access decent, formal 
work with appropriate social and labour protections.
The rise of remote work that we experienced during the Covid-19 
pandemic will not go away and we need this change to be reflected 
in a way that ensures decent and quality work. Designing/redesigning 
policies for remote working must include: the continuation of physical 

workplaces; rebalancing working time frameworks, worker 
responsibility, employer supervision and output-based remuneration; 
opportunities for quality vocational training and lifelong learning; and 
involvement of social partners.
Platform work, like any new way of arranging work, has great potential 
for formal, decent work. We must be certain that it contributes to a quality 
labour market recovery by classifying worker status and services within 
national frameworks and redesigning national labour market institutions 
to include safety nets that accommodate a dynamic, digital economy.
The second policy requirement relates to employability in the new normal 
and acknowledges that education is key for labour participation. The 
education curricula must be aligned with the needs of the private sector 
to enable sustainable employability and bridge the skills gap. Reskilling, 
upskilling and lifelong learning are a joint investment and we must guard 
against people being marginalised by technological progress by creating 
agile training systems that respond to the changing needs of the world of 
work. Portability is key here and we need individual training accounts that 
make skills portable across jobs and sectors.
Finally, we must consider the structure of the new normal. First and 
foremost, we need social innovation to make social protection systems 
more robust and promote formalisation. To ensure that our safety 
nets are future proof they need to support a more diverse and agile 
workforce. Effective activation and transition support is also essential to 
help workers and business in dealing with the economic fallout of the 
pandemic, fight long-term unemployment and support disadvantaged 
groups. Involvement of social partners has proven successful for both the 
design and delivery of labour market policies.
For the global economy to recover, business needs policies that are 
conducive to labour migration based on labour market needs: an 
efficient, up-to-date regulatory framework for cross-border skills mobility; 
clear and transparent migration procedures that integrate technology; 
and systematic dialogue between government and the private sector to 
ensure that policymakers understand and respond to changing business 
realities and needs. Digital infrastructure is fundamental to promoting 
new ways of working and entrepreneurship. Governments need to work 
with business to create stable, reliable high-capacity internet connections 
everywhere – and ensure that digital skills are accessible for workers and 
business. Finally, businesses need governments to uphold the rule of law 
and proportional enforcement in order to ensure a level playing field. 
Together with the IOE, we hope that these recommendations will provide 
guidance to governments and social partners across the world to truly 
‘build back better’. n

IMPROVEMENT 
SUSTAINED
Bettina Schaller, president, World Employment Confederation on how policy 
can pave the way to a sustainable recovery.
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PERFECTING PAY 
Adam Day, president and CEO of time and attendance staffing agency 
specialists Timerack shows how agencies can optimise invoicing.

Under the strain of COVID-19, staffing agencies have stood firm and 
adjusted to a new economy and work environment. Many agencies have 
embraced their staff and clients' remote work needs and have focused on 
delivering solutions that address these new challenges.
However, this progress is often hampered by inefficiencies in client 
invoicing and outdated systems – which add needless costs and can 
strain client relationships. In this new reality, it’s important to be as 
efficient as possible. With that being said, here are four ways that your 
staffing agency can optimise your client invoicing to take advantage of 
current trends.

Be flexible and find a payment plans that works 

One thing to keep in mind when it comes to invoices is to be flexible to 
each client’s specific needs. Each client will have their own needs as well 
challenges to overcome. If you’re having problems with clients paying on 
time, one thing you can do is ask for a down payment. If you have a good 
relationship, they will likely be open to negotiating this for future services. 
Of course, given the strain some businesses are currently under, some 
clients won’t be able to pay on time no matter what you do. For these 
clients, it may be beneficial to ask if they want to go on a payment plan. 
Let them know that you’re aware of their specific circumstances, and 
offer to help them with payments going forward. After adding a small 
percentage to their overdue fee, work with the customer to find out a 
payment plan that works for them. 
In some cases, more drastic measures may need to be taken. In order 
to help make losses from the current pandemic more manageable, you 
can use invoice factoring. Invoice factoring, or selling money owed to you 
by clients for money upfront, is a good way to get funds in a pinch to help 
pay your own bills. While you take a small loss in the long run, it will help 
with cash flow during difficult periods.

Taking advantage of technology

As the world becomes increasingly digital, it is important for you to take 
advantage of what current technology has to offer. Cloud-based software 
is vital for any modern business. This software makes it easier for clients 
to sign in and pay on time. In fact, it usually means that payments are in 
on time more often – usually up to three times faster. 
Automation makes everything in the entire process much quicker and 
more efficient. Using some sort of invoice automation software, you can 
customise the frequency of the invoices and see all information related 
to the invoice at the click of a button. These things include the number of 
clients who received their emails, any bounced emails, who has or hasn’t 
paid, and all other relevant financial information.
Additionally, you can also take advantage of automation here and 
send clients reminder emails however often you’d like. This way, your 
clients are always on top of your payments and are much more likely 
to pay on time.

Connecting time & attendance systems to 
payroll

If you’re not connecting your time and attendance system to your 
payroll system, then you’re leaving a great deal of efficiency savings on 
the table. There is simply no reason for any staffing agency to still be 
downloading timesheet spreadsheets and then either uploading these 
into payroll, or worse still, manually keying in each employee's hours.  
What’s more, in most instances you shouldn’t need to give up using 
your existing payroll software that you're already used to. Plenty of time 
and attendance platforms provide payroll integrations, which are either 
out-of-the-box integrations which come ready-to-use, or you can request 
a custom integration if there isn’t a ready-to-use option for your chosen 
payroll system.
Once you’ve connected these two systems you should be able to start 
automating payroll at the click of a button. Not only does this remove 
hours upon hours of manual work each month, it also all but eliminates 
human errors when processing payroll, as well as providing far more 
robust fraud prevention for your business. 

Adding markups and billing rates

Lastly, adding markups and billing rates to your invoice calculations is 
also often an area that can benefit from some targeted optimisations. As 
any staffing agency will attest to, calculating bill rates and burden rates is 
no small task, and that getting these right can be the difference between 
profit and loss. 
So having done the hard work number crunching your margins, make 
sure you’re then applying these to your client invoices the smartest 
way possible. What you don’t want to be doing is flipping between 
spreadsheets and billing software, manually entering margins for each 
client or employee. 
First off, make sure you have a master spreadsheet containing all your 
markups and billing rates per client and employee. Google Sheets is 
often a better option than Excel, as it enables real time collaboration, you 
can easily view the edit history and set permissions for which employees 
can access and edit the document.
Once your margins are all in one place, if you’re not already doing so, 
consider investing in specialist staffing agency software. which enables 
you to program markups and billing rates per client. Once these are 
programmed in, you can then automatically add margins for each client. 
Then it just becomes a case of updating the numbers in the system as 
and when you update your billing rates. 
To conclude, all staffing agencies should take some time every now and 
again to look into their current invoicing processes and systems, to see 
if some simple measures can improve efficiencies and decrease errors. 
And as with all backend process optimisations, it pays to do this sooner 
rather than later. n

www.theglobalrecruiter.com
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CONNECTING 
YOUR 
BUSINESS 
STARTS IN THE 
BACK-OFFICE

From finance and payroll through to onboarding and timesheets, 
having an integrated back-office solution is key to a successful re-
cruitment business, especially in a world that’s increasingly relying 
on remote working. Making sure that your staff, and your business, 
are connected is more important than ever.

Making sure that you have the right systems and process in place 
doesn’t just help you deliver the best possible service for your can-
didates and clients and help you grow your business. It can save 
you money across the board through improved functions, reduction 
of errors and streamlined working practices.

The question for a lot of agency owners though, is “what setup is 
best for my business”

Manage your back office inhouse

The greatest control can sometimes come with the greatest risk. 
But, having the right staff and software in place can mean that you 
are always on top of your back-office. You’ll know what’s going on 
and be able to make changes quickly and efficiently to the best 
benefit of your business.

Outsourced support 

If you’re looking to streamline your recruitment numbers or you’re 
in an initial growth phase then outsourced support can help you 
manage your business while still having control over core func-
tions. This might be having outsourced finance or third-party test-
ing to help you fit the right candidates for the right roles.

Outsourced solutions 

You may prefer a 100% outsourced back office that covers your 
finance, documents, onboarding and timesheets. You’ll have the 
peace of mind knowing that you have a specialist company manag-
ing things for you, but it will inevitably come with the highest costs 
and longer contracts.

Let’s have a look at the different factors that will 
help you make the decision that’s right for you:

Timesheets and payroll

These are critical functions of any recruitment business. How 
integrated are they to your back-office solution? How much time is 
spent making sure that they are correct and what impact does this 
have on your staff and your business? Would integrating this with 
your CRM better streamline your business?

The right people for the right jobs

Different options can make mean different staffing requirements, 
have you thought about specialist finance teams inhouse or does 
the setup you’re considering mean that you can have fully trained 
staff across the business who can support each other. What’s the 
requirements for HR and staff training to make sure that your staff-
ing is as efficient as possible?

Time is money

It’s clichéd but it’s true. Every option is going to take time, but it’s 
just a case of factoring in how this balances up against the per-
ceived benefits. What could you be doing with your time instead, 
how integrated is your back-office, are you wasting time on outdat-
ed manual processes when a bespoke system could be saving you 
time (and money)

Compliancy is key

IR3, RTW and HMRC reporting are critical? Are you ensuring you 
are compliant?  Are you investing in courses, training or software 
for your business? Whichever option you consider, make sure that 
you think about the implications of errors and what impact that 
might have on your business.

Getting it right

Finding the right system isn’t always easy, but speaking to experts 
who can help you do your research and find the right fit for you. Keep 
an eye out for any hidden costs, these might be actual tangible costs 
or the effect of lost time on your business. Whatever solution you look 
at, you can always make changes but considering all the factors at 
the start can help you make a long lasting and informed decision. 

John Hetherington, UK Sales 
Manager, Practical Software 
on how integrated back-office 
solutions set the foundations 
for a successful business.

http://www.entitysolutionsgroup.com
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In the worst annual decline in a decade, more than 17,500 chain stores 
and other venues closed in the UK in the last year, at an average 
rate of 48 closures a day. This is according to the latest figures by 
accounting firm PwC, which show that the situation is likely to get 
worse before it gets better.

The changing rules of business

It’s no surprise, then, that the pandemic has changed the rules of 
business. In 2020, the global economy contracted by 3.5 per cent on 
average, with the UK recording its worst economic performance for 
more than 300 years. The impact was felt in the global labour market 
too, costing workers $3.7 trillion in lost earnings.
The result is that businesses have focused on cutting costs, postponing 
new investment, overhauling recruitment strategies, managing work 
from home policies and turning to technology to soften the blow from 
the pandemic. 
While industries like travel and tourism have been some of the worst 
impacted, others, including the global video conferencing market have 
actually benefited, expecting to exceed a market value of $9 billion by 
2026. One of the best performers has been Microsoft Teams, which 

added 95 million users in 2020, experiencing an 894 per cent growth 
and surpassing even that of Zoom between February to June 2020.

An emotional response

While the economic impact of the pandemic has been well publicised, 
many people have silently struggled with the emotional and mental 
impact of the pandemic. In fact, according to a study published in The 
Lancet Psychiatry, researchers found that while people with existing 
conditions did not report a greater increase in symptoms during the 
pandemic, people without depressive, anxiety or obsessive-compulsive 
disorders showed a greater increase in symptoms during this period.
Prolonged periods of working in isolation, sometimes balancing 
household and childcare duties alongside and an ever-blurring work-life 
space has led to burnout. According to a survey by The Observer, 43 
per cent of people say their mental health has deteriorated over the 
past year, while more than a third (35 per cent) report that their physical 
health has worsened.

Use tech to embrace uncertainty
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Abhishek Goel, CEO, Cactus Communications on 
how technology can help tackle the emotional 
and mental fallout of the pandemic. 

It seems that the answer to some of these may lie in embracing 
technology widely. Building on our reputation as one of The 100 Best 
Remote Companies in 2020, Cactus recently introduced Amber, an 
employee experience chatbot that aims to help HR quickly identify 
areas of improvement. 
While it was important to make sure that our employees were safe, 
we were also exploring ways in which we could help the researcher 
community beyond our service offerings of editing, translation, 
publication support and research promotion in this trying times. One 
of our first initiatives in the early days of the pandemic was building 
the world's largest AI-powered, expert-curated platform for COVID-19 
research. This project forced us to push our technological capabilities 
and strengthen our technology offerings. 
The platform, called covid19.researcher.life, is the world’s largest 
AI-driven and human-curated collection of research, news, literature 
reviews, clinical trials, datasets and other educational resources on 
COVID-19. It works by using natural language processing technology 
to create access to aggregated, categorised, concept-tagged research 
papers from preprints, journals and publications, currently in English, 
with Chinese, Japanese and Korean sources to be added weekly for 
more complete coverage.

The purpose of the platform was to help researchers, labs, institutes, 
funders and others to stay connected, collaborate freely, share insights 
and accelerate scientific solutions for life. This was an important tool for 
many researchers, especially during the pandemic with major libraries, 
labs on a halt and with minimum face-times with their mentor.

A learning opportunity

The pandemic has forced people across the world to adjust quickly and 
has been perhaps the greatest learning experience in modern times. 
As the sudden global turmoil was mirrored in our emotional state, it also 
taught us the importance of facing challenges together as a society. 
A core part of facing this challenge is using technology correctly to 
overcome the uncertainty and tackle the mental health crisis that has 
accompanied the economic one. Having technologies work for us, 
individuals as well as businesses can embrace the uncertainty and 
explore new opportunities. n



Working across the aviation, industrial and driving sectors means 
Staffing Match has seen its share of challenges in recent months. 
But before the pandemic struck, the firm was on a fast-track to 
exponential growth. In fact, since its inception in 2013, the company 
has gone from strength-to-strength and now boasts 24 offices in 
the UK. As Covid restrictions begin to ease the business is certainly 
getting back on track. 
Salman Iftekhar and Michael Gadsby, two of the company’s directors 
and its initial founders explain their journey: “Salman and I both had 
prior recruitment experience in other businesses, but we reached a 
point where we wanted to be able to do things our own way and be 
more responsible for our own success without any limitations,” explains 
Michael. “We were told a few times that if we want to change things and 
run desks our way, then we should start our own business – so we did.”
While both founders have a prior recruitment background, Salman began 
his career in the industry at an early age. “I started out in recruitment as 
soon as I could, landing my first job in the profession when I was 17,” he 
says. “From day one I’ve focused on working my way to the top and I 
got there on my own merit, driven purely by my motivation and attitude, 
rather than my education or previous experience.
“Much of myself and Michael’s experiences in our own careers 
have become part of the Staffing Match culture. We don’t focus 
on developing a particular USP, instead we centre our attention on 
delivering results – whatever they may be. As a business our attitude 
is very much about adding value as a business partner and simply 
‘getting stuff done’ for our clients.”
“With the specialisms we support, we have to ensure that we adhere 
to all industry regulations and laws throughout our business therefore 
giving our customers confidence and peace of mind. But we also 
empower our staff to be passionate about what they do. We don’t like to 

have the traditional client and supplier relationship. If there’s additional 
support we can provide, we’ll do it.”

Introducing training to the remit

This attitude has driven the evolution of the business and while in 2018 
the firm had already grown exponentially, there was one particular gap 
in the market that needed to be filled – training. “We found that from 
discussions with our clients there wasn’t just a need for recruitment 
solutions – training new staff was also a challenge that they often 
simply didn’t have the capacity to manage in-house. While there are 
elements of training for some roles that needs to be outsourced, we 
have the connections and knowledge across our divisions to be able 
to provide an additional service that benefits everyone – including the 
candidates themselves,” explains Michael.
“As a result, we set up a dedicated training arm of Staffing Match, 
supporting our clients and candidates with everything from 
apprenticeships to niche upskilling needs such as food manufacturing 
management and MHE training in busy distribution centres. The key 
to our success isn’t to say we can’t solve a problem our clients and 
candidates have, but rather look at how we can develop a solution.”

Facing the challenges

Running a staffing company is certainly no easy task at the best of 
times and the last few months have been unusually tough for the 
Staffing Match team. As Salman explains: “The global pandemic hit 
everyone hard, but for Staffing Match we faced a significant challenge. 
The aviation sector is a huge revenue stream for us and facing an 
overnight shutdown was without doubt a concern. 

STAFFING GROWTH
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“On top of that, we were already facing an issue with Brexit set to 
impact our candidate pools. But while jobs were down, they weren’t 
completely out. Our driving division, for example, saw a real uptick in 
demand through the last 12 months and we re-focused our attention on 
these areas as a result.”
However, this did lead to a step-change for the business, as Michael 
highlights. “While in aviation we faced a sudden wealth of candidates 
and reduction in jobs, our other divisions faced quite the opposite 
dilemma. In some instances last year, we saw an increase in numbers 
of driving and industrial jobs, but the number of applicants didn’t 
grow at a similar rate – despite national and local concerns that 
unemployment levels were set to increase.”
Staffing Match did however utilise its extensive candidate base to 
deliver recruitment solutions for its clients beyond the usual industry 
streams: “While there is an imbalance between the availability of and 
demand for driving and industrial workers, with other people working in 
sectors including aviation being displaced as a result of the pandemic, 
we had access to additional resources that could be transferred across 
where job requirements allowed.”
Salman adds: “While as a business we were able to adapt to ensure 
our clients had un-interrupted access to the workers they needed, it 
was definitely disappointing to see how difficult it was to encourage 
people from beyond certain industries into a new career path. The 
pandemic has really shown just how valuable our key workers are – 
including those that keep the supply chain moving such as our drivers 
and warehouse staff. It may have taken a global outbreak to really 
highlight it, but the stability of these sectors even in tough times makes 
them highly attractive in our view – that’s why we work across these 
specialisms!”

What lies ahead

While uncertainty remains a hot topic for the sectors Staffing Match 
operates in, the future is looking promising for the business, with the 
aviation division noting an increase in demand ahead of the potential 
re-opening of travel which, at the time of writing, was still set for 17th 
May. “We’ve already started to see demand across aviation increase 
which is certainly encouraging. But as a business overall, things are 
certainly looking promising.” Michael explains. 
“We’re slowly getting people back into the office again and it’s been 
great to get the teams back together in person where it’s safe to do so. 
Since we set up the business we have taken the approach of putting 
our people at the forefront of our services. We pride ourselves on 
offering ‘service with a smile’ – but to do that we need to ensure our 
own staff are happy. We’ve taken every step we can to put our staff first 
during the pandemic, but we’re all certainly looking forward to being 
able to get together again in person!”
Salman adds, “We’ve also recently invested in a brand-new head office 
in Watford – taking over the historical Frogmore House – a Grade II 
listed that is over 300 years old that legend has it comes with its own 
ghost! Looking to the future, we’re continuing to grow as a business 
and we’re always on the look out for more people with the enthusiasm 
and passion to take their career further. Whatever the future holds for 
us, after the year we’ve had, we feel ready to tackle it head on!” n
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Specialist recruitment agency Staffing Match has pushed forward, despite 
working in some challenging Covid-impacted sectors.



UMBRELLA VS 
OUTSOURCED 
PAYE PAYROLL 
– WHICH TO 
CHOOSE?

An effective payroll management system is invaluable for attracting and 
retaining the best talent. But do you choose an Umbrella company, Mini 
Umbrella Company, or outsourced payroll specialist? David McCormack, 
CEO of HMRC-compliant outsourced payroll and employee engagement 
specialist HIVE360 reviews the options.

What is an Umbrella Company?

An umbrella company acts as a contractor/temporary worker’s employer. 
This allows the umbrella company to calculate a contract’s tax, National 
Insurance, and business expenses. A contract exists between the 
umbrella company and the contractor.
Umbrella companies charge workers for administering payroll, at a typical 
average £20 per worker per week.
According to HMRC’s definition, an umbrella company:
• employs a temporary worker (an agency worker or contractor) on 

behalf of an employment agency, which provides the services of the 
worker to their clients. 

• does not find work for the workers they employ.
• mostly employ workers using an employment contract. 
• must comply with employment law. 

What is a Mini Umbrella Company?

The Mini Umbrella Company (MUC) model is a derivative of an umbrella. 
HMRC consider it a fraudulent employment intermediary model which 
presents an organised crime threat to the UK Exchequer and the 
temporary employment industry.
There is no standard MUC fraud model and arrangements are constantly 
evolving as organised criminals try to hide fraudulent activities from HMRC.
These criminals create multiple limited companies, and a small number of 
temporary workers are employed by each one, set up to enable fraud.
The structuring of the MUC is facilitated by a promoter business that may 
have linked businesses to support the operation. 
HMRC recently (10 May 2021) published guidance on MUC fraud (Mini 
umbrella company fraud – GOV.UK (www.gov.uk)), which states: “The 
fraud is primarily based around the abuse of two Government incentives 
aimed at small businesses – the VAT Flat Rate Scheme and the 
Employment Allowance. But this type of fraud can also result in the  
non-payment of other taxes such as PAYE, National Insurance and VAT.”

What is outsourced payroll?

Outsourcing payroll to an HMRC-compliant specialist, provides instant 
access to payroll professionals who have a duty to keep on top of 
legislation, the latest technology, and compliant systems. It delivers 

cost and time savings – and critically, ensures compliance with HMRC 
legislation.
Opting to outsource payroll to a specialist company like HIVE360 
means paying salaries, managing compliances, remitting payroll taxes, 
maintaining payroll software, and generating reports for in-house use, are 
all looked after by the payroll provider.

Engage-ing added value

Candidate retention and attraction rates remain top priorities, and what 
is setting progressive recruitment businesses apart is an embedded 
employee/candidate engagement strategy that looks after payroll and 
people. 
Our solution goes further to add value to candidates’ experience  
– HIVE360 provides wellbeing and benefits via our unique customisable 
engagement app Engage, which is provided as standard element with our 
outsourced payroll solution. 
It gives employees and temporary workers access to a range of benefits 
and services: 24/7, confidential access to mental health support, 
counsellors and GPs, a personal doctor, support helpline and care 
support, gym memberships, high-street, lifestyle, dining and insurance 
discounts, digital payslips and a real-time workplace pension dashboard 
to support employees’ financial wellbeing, as well as access to an online 
training platform. 
 
Make the right choice

Having taken a balanced look at the options, it’s clear recruiters 
outsourcing workers’ PAYE payroll to a specialist like HIVE360 has to be 
the only option to guarantee HMRC compliance and efficiency.
If further proof is needed, the cost efficiencies of this model speak for 
themselves – our analysis reveals that in the first year alone:  
• Recruiters outsourcing temporary workers’ PAYE payroll to HIVE360 

report savings of £100 or more per worker in the first year.    
• A temp agency with 2,000 PAYE temps could 

see a return of £200,000 per annum.  
• An employer with 100 employees could 

achieve a bottom-line return of over £10,000.  
HIVE360 is an expert in recruitment agency 
PAYE payroll, wellbeing and benefits provision. 
A GLAA license holder, it is championing a 
new model of employment administration 
and redefining employment and pension 
administration processing. n

www.hive360.com 
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Entries open: 4th May 2021
Deadline for entries: 1 July 2021 

Shortlist announced: August 2021
Awards Ceremony 14 October 2021

www.ukawards.theglobalrecruiter.com
#GRAwards

In 2021 The Global Recruiter 
Awards are set to recognise 
great recruitment businesses as 
they have performed prior to and 
during the Covid-19 pandemic.
Last year we took the decision to hold back our Awards. 
We recognised that our Awards timetable meant that our 
deadlines fell at a time when you needed to concentrate on 
adapting to the impact of lockdown. However, we still received 
many entries and we want to ensure those entries receive the 
recognition they deserve. For this reason our Awards this year 
will be designed to take into account performance before the 
impact of lockdown, as well as how the business adapted and 
worked during the pandemic.
If you entered the Awards last year, we will still consider your 
entry, but we would also welcome more information from you 
on how your business has operated since March 2020. 
If you are ready to enter the Awards and didn’t send your 
details last year, we’d like to hear your story – from your 
performance prior to the pandemic and again, how you have 
adapted and worked within these challenging circumstances.
We recognise that not all businesses will have faced similar 
challenges not least because recruitment companies serve 
different sectors, but The Global Recruiter Awards 2021 will 
offer a level playing field on which recruitment businesses, 
initiatives and practices can be assessed and judged.
In this way, being a part of The Global Recruiter Awards 
2021 will recognise the strengths and achievements of your 
business at one of the most remarkable times in history.

Headline sponsor

For faster smarter growth

Category sponsorsAssociate sponsor

https://www.linkedin.com/company/the-global-recruiter/
https://twitter.com/glblRecruiter
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ENGAGEMENT AND EFFICIENCY
Access launches game-changing mobile app for better candidate engagement

To keep up to date with the latest technology in the staffing industry, please visit www.digital.theglobalrecruiter.com

Access Recruitment has launched 
its new worker mobile app, Access 
WorkView. With skills shortages 
prevalent in many sectors such as 
education, logistics and healthcare, 
Access WorkView has been 
created for recruitment companies 
to help them retain their existing 
temporary workers through better 
candidate engagement.
Paul Vogel, managing director, 
Access Recruitment, comments: 
“This really is game-changing 
technology, connecting recruitment 
firms with their workers in a 
way that helps both have better 
visibility of all the information 
relating to their assignments. The 
feedback from early adopters 
of Access WorkView has been 

overwhelmingly positive relating 
to significant operational savings 
thanks to workers being able to 
update their own availability and 
access their own pay details." 
The app, that enables a fully 
integrated workforce management 
solution, has been developed with 
insights and feedback from multiple 
recruitment agencies and workers 
to discover and address their pain 
points. Securing work is of most 
importance to jobseekers, who will 
now be able to search and apply 
for roles on their mobile device, 
as well as to advise of when they 
want to work. Candidates cited the 
stress of getting to the assignment 
high on their list of concerns, which 
has been solved with embedded 

location maps for jobs. 
The weekly completion and 
submission of timesheets is 
another hassle. Workers will now 
be able to clock in and out using a 
QR code that eradicates the errors 
associated with paper timesheets. 
With pay details accessible at 
the click of a button, WorkView 
delivers a modern user experience, 
and one that can be even further 
enhanced with the provision of 
on-demand pay delivered through 
Access EarlyPay.
Recruiters meanwhile suffer from 
insufficient time for business 
development activity due to 
wasted time spent calling 
candidates to try to fill open 
bookings, chasing timesheets and 

resolving pay queries. Aside from 
eliminating inefficient processes, 
Access WorkView gives them a 
competitive advantage by enabling 
them to fill bookings faster. 
Access WorkView is integrated 
with both Access Recruitment 
CRM and Access Pay and Bill 
software. By bringing their tech 
stack together through one 
provider, agencies are able 
to realise greater efficiencies 
through seamless integrations 
and automation. Other solutions 
that can be added to the suite 
include (Volcanic) recruitment 
websites, Access Screening, 
performance analytics, HR, 
financial and LMS software.

Sponsored by:

www.volcanic.com

Book Your Consultation

http://www.volcanic.com
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Acronym grab your attention; curiosity got the better of you? 
Recruitment at the best of times is a harder challenge than a normal 
sales role. Not only do you need to sell the client, but the product 
also has to be sold on the agreement. In my sector, when a customer 
chooses to buy the technology, you are providing, the product does 
not change its mind, it goes where it’s put. Recruitment is a people 
business, both in the candidate, the employer and your recruiter all 
connecting in a positive manner.
Now add COVID, with lack of ability to meet candidates in person, 
disruption to many sectors who rather than churn have been devastated 
and disrupted, with furlough becoming a thing familiar to us all and 
unfortunately many losing their jobs.
Your valued employee in the recruiter role has had to deal with changes 
in behaviour of candidate and employer, perhaps having to find new 
sources for placements and in turn having to deal with a change in 
their own circumstances in working from home, away from the typical 
recruitment environment around colleagues. They had the rapport, 
banter and office engagement taken away from them.
Now whether you are returning to the office in full, part or not at all, your 
team remains your most valuable asset and enabler to bringing success 
to your business. There has been much talk of mental health impact from 
this change of human work interaction imposed on us all and whether we 
shall see a COVID PTSD on return to ‘office’ work for some.

So where does FEMP come in?

If you care about your employee’s wellbeing and your duty of care, 
you will already have been looking at ways to Engage them, to bring 
them fully back into the return to physical workplace and to Motivate 
them to their best Productivity at a difficult time. You may also have 
considered how you simply bring some Fun back into their workdays.
Giving your team that OneUp is actually not as hard as you might 
expect. Recruiters are used to running contests and celebrating 
successes; often using the CRM data, graphs, spreadsheets and 
whiteboards to run occasional incentives. 
Now is the time to run such engaging activities for your team, be 
it small weekly contests and prizes or monthly, quarterly of annual 
ones. This brings the team some Fun and Engagement and drives 
Motivation and Productivity.
And doing so need not be complex or costly or an overhead of admin 
for anyone in your business. It is easy to quickly turn on a tool that 
automates the process for you, makes it fun and engages the staff. 
Easily plug in a tool such as OneUp Sales which has strong proven focus 
on the recruitment sector, automatically sucks data from a wide range of 
recruiter CRM and phone systems and runs contests for you, pumping 
them into rich displays on TV screens in the office, to remote workers 
through their browser and can help celebrate successes to office and 
remote workers, even using Microsoft Teams to engage the individuals.

Why do it for the employee;

• 85% of employees cited not being engaged to the workplace 
(Source – Smarp)

• 24% said their organisation does not give them any recognition 
(Source : Employee Benefits Survey)

• 32% cited incentives and rewards would motivate them more than 
their basic salary (Source : Employee Benefits Survey)

• 18.7% cite they have a boring daily routine (Source : CV Library Survey)
• 25% of employees said they don’t feel a sense of community at 

work (Source : My Kinda Future)

Why do it for the business;

• Highly engage teams increases business profitability by 21% 
(Source : Gallup)

• Companies with actively motivated employees realise a 27% higher 
profit (Source : Achievers Engagement)

• A 5% increase in employee recognition can increase profitability by 
25% to 85% (Source : Finextra)

• 37% of Employees cite getting recognition as the most important 
support method at work (Source – Smarp)

Often overlooked and assumed, simply finding ways to engage 
and give the team some daily fun can make a big difference to the 
individual and their work state of mind, improve teamwork and at this 
more challenging work time for people, be the thing that contributes 
to getting us back on track and not feeling as distanced as was forced 
upon us all. n

Ian Moyse, Chief Revenue Officer OneUp Sales discusses FEMP in the workplace.

WHY IT’S TIME TO 
GET BACK TO FEMP
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ZENJOB EXPANDS
Digital staffing platform for side jobs 
goes international as service grows

Zenjob (www.zenjob.com) an 
online platform for side jobs in 
Germany, has officially launched 
its service in the Netherlands. 
This is the very first international 
expansion for Zenjob, with more 
countries to follow in the near 
future. Zenjob distinguishes 
itself by offering flexible last-
minute jobs as well as long term 
side jobs and guaranteeing fast 
payout. After a successful pilot 
in Amsterdam, Zenjob is now 
active in The Hague, Groningen, 
Haarlem, Leiden, Nijmegen, 
Rotterdam, Tilburg and Utrecht. 
Zenjob will be available in 
more Dutch cities in the coming 

months. In Germany, Zenjob 
offers its service in 35 cities so 
far. 
"We founded Zenjob over five 
years ago with the vision of 
empowering everybody to take 
full control of their own work 
life,” says Fritz Trott, CEO and 
founder of Zenjob. “Entering our 
first international market is the 
next step towards that vision. 
Following the massive response 
and traction in our home market 
we see huge potential across 
Europe. With that in mind, we 
closed a funding round last 
year and I'm hugely excited to 
announce our expansion into the 

Netherlands today, despite the 
ongoing pandemic." Trott notes 
the impact the pandemic has had 
on the labour market and says 
Zenjob’s flexible model provides 
support where it is needed. Like 
Germany, the Netherlands also 
have a need for temporary staff in 
logistics, retail, e-commerce, and 
delivery. Additionally, companies 
have to respond flexibly to 
staff fluctuations due to further 
lockdown eases that include the 
reopening of outdoor catering. 
"The pandemic has clearly shown 
us once again the need for a 
flexible solution in personnel 
management. In order to operate 

economically, companies must 
be able to deal quickly with 
fluctuations in staff needs. Zenjob 
offers a very simple and quick 
solution,” comments Bas Geluk, 
Zenjob's Country Manager 
Netherlands. 
Through its app, Zenjob reaches 
thousands of employees within 
seconds. Thus, companies can 
react quickly and flexibly to 
staff fluctuations and absences. 
Through the online-platform 
companies can book employees 
on an hourly basis or long term 
24/7 on demand. All processes 
are digitally regulated. 
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PITCHME 
INTEGRATES
PitchMe integrates with Bullhorn to 
make recruitment smarter
The skills-based talent 
marketplace PitchMe has 
announced its integration of the 
PitchMe for Recruiters SaaS 
product, with leading applicant 
tracking system, Bullhorn. 
The integration means that 
recruiters and hiring professionals 
using Bullhorn can now update 
candidate profiles with up-to-date 
employment and education history, 
skills and experience in a matter 
of seconds using PitchMe’s highly 
accurate, AI-powered candidate 
profiling solution.
In addition, PitchMe’s profiling 
solution is now available 
within Bullhorn’s dashboard, 
so information obtained from 
a candidate’s CV is enriched 
with external data sources 
such as LinkedIn, social media, 

professional websites, portfolio, 
personal website, or more recent 
CV. The company says the 
integration saves recruiters and 
hiring managers up to 80% of the 
time it typically takes to update 
applicants’ candidate profiles 
manually.
“For most staffing firms, their 
database is their main asset,” 
commented PitchMe co-founder 
& CEO, Dina Bayasanova. 
“Unfortunately, CVs become 
outdated quickly and it can 
be very time consuming and 
expensive to update candidate 
profiles manually. Furthermore, 
as the workplace environment 
evolves and adopts more flexible, 
decentralised ways of working, 
companies have an increasing 
need to identify candidate skills 

that cannot be expressed on a 
traditional CV.
“By applying AI, machine learning 
and a skills-based approach to 
candidates’ profiling, PitchMe 
gives recruiters up-to-date 
information on any candidates in 
their database in a matter of clicks. 
We are pleased to partner with 
Bullhorn, the leader in applicant 
tracking, to make hiring even 
smarter,” Dina adds.
Each updated profile will 
remain in the user’s Bullhorn 

database, ready to be used in 
future matching and shortlisting 
processes. The integration also 
means that Bullhorn users can 
use PitchMe’s matching algorithm 
within Bullhorn to improve 
accuracy when shortlisting 
candidates. 
There is a demo video of 
PitchMe’s integration with 
Bullhorn in action here: 
https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=6yQx1kDpHsc
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Since COVID-19 became part of the vernacular, disruption has been 
the name of the game and no sector, industry or individual has been 
immune. This is particularly the case for recruitment. Much of the 
narrative has been around digitisation and the future of work yet it’s easy 
to overlook the individuals at the centre of this situation – job seekers.

The rise of application saturation

The world of recruitment has been impacted in extreme measures. 
On the one hand we’ve seen businesses suspend hiring, witnessed 
millions of existing employees placed on furlough and in some situations, 
businesses have closed permanently. But this is only half the story. 
The other is of booming businesses hiring staff – Amazon and the 
supermarkets, for instance – and of rapid bounceback of organisations 
desperately seeking reinforcements as we see an acceleration in 
commercial activity. 
The data paints a contrasting picture. In the year to March, 813,000 jobs 
were lost in the UK, mainly in the hospitality and leisure sectors. But  
UK-wide vacancies surged by 16% in the first quarter of 2021 according 
to ONS figures, with pent-up demand from businesses preparing to  
re-open driving the shift.
While the outlook is more optimistic, the events of the last year or so 
have created an environment of application over-drive. It has bottle 
-necked more people for fewer roles and in doing so deluged the capacity 
and resources of businesses to properly analyse and assess applicants, 
let alone provide any feedback to them. It should therefore come as no 
surprise that recent research revealed that rejected candidates remain in 
the dark, with only 7% receiving feedback on their applications. 
As we move from response to recovery, we have to do more to help 
people find new roles to match their potential.

Say no to silent rejection

Irrespective of the situation a business is in or the number of applications 
it receives for a role, silent rejection cannot – must not – be allowed to 
manifest itself as a trend. This is because while rejection is a necessary 
element of the process, providing a basic ‘thanks, but no thanks’ or 
simply ignoring unsuccessful applications altogether has ramifications for 
the individuals and wider economy.
When faced with a ‘no’, candidates are naturally disheartened but, more 
importantly, don’t learn anything from the process. With the candidate 
left in the dark, they miss out on vital feedback that could transform their 
job search. Anything from highlighting minor changes to their application 
responses to feedback on presentation or listening style can make a 
major difference to a candidate’s future choices and chance of success. 
At its most basic, feedback on someone’s natural strengths can frame 
how they approach their job search. If they’re applying for a job that isn’t 
actually suited to their strengths or just as bad, they are not applying for 
jobs they are suited to, they end up trapped in a seemingly endless cycle 
of rejection. On a more human level, aiding a candidate in their onward 
journey is surely something we would all aspire to deliver.
But there’s no need for this to be the case. One of the upsides of the 
pandemic has been its forcing hand in driving innovation and the 
opportunity to create a better future.

A new dawn for the hiring process 

One of the groups particularly impacted by the pandemic has been 
younger workers – those who predominantly start in hospitality 

and leisure or entering into the jobs market for the first time. 
Coincidentally, it is this generation that thrives on feedback. It’s 
something that they, as digital natives, have been brought up with. 
The world of application feedback needs to catch-up. Not least 
because it is seemingly the last bastion of analogue interaction in the 
process. Technology has revolutionised the front end of the process 
better by making jobs easier to find, offering more information, and 
making the process more open and personal. The same can be done 
once the application has been submitted.
For businesses that want to be seen as empathetic, engaging and 
respectful, using technology to give feedback can go a long way. 
Aside from simply keeping up with the times and courtesy, providing 
feedback to unsuccessful candidates – or not – is likely to impact the 
perception of future applicants. Research has found that as many as 
half of job candidates won’t work for a company with a bad reputation 
while LinkedIn found that one in four candidates who had a negative 
experience would ‘actively discourage’ others from applying to that 
same company. Given employees’ ability to review companies and 
their experiences working there online, job seekers can (and will!) 
steer clear of workplaces that are seen in a negative light. 
The upshot is that, with a thinner talent pool, businesses are at higher 
risk of hiring an unsuitable candidate – which has cost implications of 
its own. So, how can technology help?

See more than the CV

For a start, recruiters and hiring managers already have their hands 
full. Whether it's screening CVs, scheduling interviews, or doing any 
of the other tasks associated with the application process, there’s not 
much free time left. Certainly not enough to hand out career tips to 
hundreds or thousands of unsuccessful applicants. But this is where 
technology can take the strain.
For instance, using a behaviour-based assessment (which combines 
neuroscience and data science to measure candidates on a wide 
range of attributes) in the process opens up new possibilities. Aside 
from the fact this type of analysis can critique a candidates’ aptitude, 
cognitive ability and unique behaviour in action, it is also designed by 
nature to be unique to each individual. This means businesses are 
provided with a tailor-made set of insights that can be sent to each 
candidate. This is feedback that can provide detailed insights for 
unsuccessful candidates, which will show them where their strengths 
lie to improve their career choices. 
In doing so, it not only manages to address the candidate feedback 
dichotomy, but it also raises the employer brand. 

Raising the bar in recruitment

This is paying it forward, in action. By empowering candidates with 
tangible, objective feedback, they’re armed with the knowledge 
around their suitability to the role that they’re applying for. Additionally, 
candidates out of work can even use these insights to upskill and find 
strengths in different areas that they didn’t know they had. All of which 
raises the bar in the talent pool, ensures the right people are applying 
for the right positions and saves vast amounts of time, money and 
effort at every stage of the selection process, which has a positive 
impact on the wider economy.
Perhaps, as far as recruitment goes, the economic recovery is less 
about ‘build back better’, but ‘feedback better’. n

SHAPING 
FUTURE 
CAREERS
Robert Newry, CEO, Arctic Shores on how 
technology can help gather candidate feedback.

“By empowering 
candidates with tangible, 
objective feedback, they’re 
armed with the knowledge 
around their suitability 
to the role that they’re 
applying for.” 
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In response, many businesses 
chose to undertake a digital spring 
clean ensuring their websites 
delivered an optimum client and 
candidate experience. Given the 
unprecedented volume of online 
traffic, those who fail to keep pace 
with the online front runners risk 
being left behind. 

Despite an increase in 
unemployment, when taken 
in context with the impact of 
Brexit and Covid, skills shortages 
still abound in the majority of 
industries with candidates in 
permanent positions being far less 
open to consider a change of role. 
A website that was “good enough” 
pre-pandemic is unlikely to cut it as 
the need for competitive advantage 
and differentiation steps up. 

Now is the time to ensure that 
every job is google optimised and 
that every relevant web visitor  
converts to a registration through  
a well-considered journey.  
A website built on a generic  
WordPress template is unlikely  
to bring you maximum returns.  
Rather a website built on a  

New market dynamics 
call for a new candidate 
attraction strategy
Since March 2020, when the world was thrown into the chaos 
of Covid, it’s fair to say that just about everyone has been 
forced to make some adaptations to their lives. With home 
working leaving most office blocks deserted and socialising 
with friends no longer an option, people flocked to their  
digital devices. Ofcom reported a surge in internet use 
among UK adults to record levels.

SaaS platform designed specifically  
to cater for the needs of the 
recruitment industry offers you  
the tools to adapt with market 
change and drive results.  
An intuitive content management 
system combined with dashboards 
to review web performance  
will reduce spend on other 
candidate attraction techniques. 

During the pandemic 79% of 
recruitment agencies are reported 
to have adapted their business 
model opting to pursue niche 
specialisms. Yet unless you have 
updated your site with content 
that reflects a change of direction, 
candidates and clients will  
be unaware. 

Your website is therefore  
failing you in attracting the right  
applicants and promoting your 
expertise. Without relevant content 
it cannot be optimised effectively, 
and a lack of SEO means poor  
rankings and therefore a lack of 
visibility with your target audience. 
Outdated content, especially 
incorrect contact details, can leave 
people wondering if you’re still in 

business, as can neglected blogs 
and press centres that may imply 
the lights have been turned off.

An intuitive content  
management system combined 
with dashboards to review web 
performance will reduce spend 
on other candidate attraction 
techniques.

Alongside a shift in market  
dynamics, in June Google will roll 
out Core Web Vitals, a significant 
change to the way its algorithms 
respond to websites. The update 
will focus on user experience, 
and those that Google deems 
as offering an excellent on-site 
experience will be rewarded with 
the top spots in the search results - 
crucial for recruiters looking  
to engage clients and build  
brand recognition.

The first of three key factors that 
Google will monitor is load speed, 
which is vital to avoiding high 
bounce rates. The second is visual 
stability, an assessment of how 
buttons, text and images jump 
around. And the third relates to 
how long it takes for a user to be 
able to interact with a page once 
it has loaded. Ensuring your site 
complies and thereby offers a 
strong user experience will be the 
difference between high search 
engine rankings, meaning clicks 
and placements, or being hard to 
find unless people already know 
your agency.

Looking for more guidance on 
how you to stay at the forefront  
of Google’s changes?  

Find more information on this  
on-demand webinar. 

Rachael Moss
Head of Marketing
The Access Group

ADVERTORIAL

Untapped talent

From the advent of the steam engine through to the creation 
of the internet, we as humans constantly strive for ingenuity 
and innovation. Our history is a story of individuals seeking 
to maximise use of the resources around us, to enable more 
productive and efficient ways of working. This ever-churning 
conveyor belt of workplace inventions continues to produce 
ingenious new technology at an astounding pace, with no sign 
of slowing down. AI, robotics, and automation, once the stuff 
of science fiction, are beginning to appear in more and more 
workplaces across the globe, and data shows this could yet 
continue. 

Take our recent forecast of the UK’s workforce, for example. It 
found that the equivalent of 1.4 million full-time roles could be 
automated by the end of this year. That’s the equivalent of 4.8% 
of work currently undertaken across the country. This may not 
sound like a big number, but figures from the Office of National 
Statistics (ONS) suggest that around 1.5 million Britons are 
currently employed in the financial services and insurance 
industry. So automating 4.8% of all work is akin to automating 
almost the job of almost everyone working in finance in the 
UK. Those numbers might ring a few alarm bells. How, then, 
do employees and employers prepare for the impacts of 
automation on the UK workforce, across all sectors?

James McLeod, VP EMEA, Faethm AI takes a look into the future of work as 
automation impacts on the jobs people do.

THE  
HUMAN-CENTRIC 
FUTURE 
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Taking control of change 

Technological progress and the changes it brings are inevitable. We 
cannot be blind to the fact that certain skills – and large portions of 
existing job roles are likely to become redundant in the near future. 
In fact, we should embrace such change. Why? Because technology 
isn’t replacing the future of work. It IS the future of work. It can 
provide us with untold capabilities if we use it correctly, but no matter 
how advanced it becomes, it cannot replicate the innately human 
qualities that make us so unique. Future roles will see humans and 
technology working harmoniously side by side, augmenting one 
another and making our lives easier as a result.
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The reality however is that this scenario isn’t far off, and many staple 
UK jobs may cease to exist sooner than expected. For example, our 
forecasts suggest large portions of work undertaken in the retail and 
financial services industries have the potential to be fully automated in 
the next year. 
The burden of retraining to remain employable shouldn’t fall solely 
in the laps of those most affected by technological change, though. 
Society possesses the collective means to ensure the introduction of 
technology enhances our ability to work, rather than hinders it. We 
must put plans in place now to reclaim humans’ role in the future of 
work. It’s our responsibility as a society to ensure that employees 
are not only looked after in the short and medium term as technology 
is introduced into the workplace, but also be transitioned into new 
roles in the long term as it begins to take on more of their previous 
responsibilities. 
The first step will require employers to identify the transferable 
skills of their employees and enrich those skills through training and 
education programmes. Doing so will ensure technology is integrated 
into the workplace in a way that won’t simply replace human workers, 
but instead enhance the overall productivity of the workforce. 
It’s a process that will require two things. Firstly, a combination 
of insights, data and analysis to unearth the pinch points and 
opportunities on the horizon. Secondly, and most importantly, 
concerted intervention from businesses and government to  
future-proof the UK’s workforce. Targeted programmes that seek 
to retain, retrain, and redeploy employees so they complement 
technology, and vice versa, will be critical to ensuring we deliver an 
equally distributed future of work for all.

Prioritising those at risk

As with any successful plan, prioritisation will be key. We know that 
certain sectors are at greater risk of automation, with the wholesale 
and retail and financial services sectors two prime examples. 
Together, these sectors comprise almost five million UK workers, 
with our forecasts suggesting that over nine% of work undertaken in 
each – the equivalent of 932,000 full-time roles in total – is potentially 
automatable. The effects of automation are spread disproportionately 
across different industries, meaning efforts to mitigate its impact must 
be focused first on those who need it most. Fortunately, businesses 
have tools at their disposal that help to identify at-risk groups before 
the danger is realised, allowing them to put strategies in place to 
address potential issues before they lead to redundancies and 
unemployment.

Taking a top-down approach

Another key success factor is the level of support, both financially 
and strategically, provided by senior leadership. Change always 
starts from the top, and any impactful plan requires those in charge 
to drive movement themselves and guarantee results. In the case of 
the future of work, leaders have the best view of operations across an 
organisation, so it’s up to them to create a strategy that addresses the 
issues of role replacement that automation may bring for employees, 
whilst also allaying the fears of those at risk. It will require them 
to identify which roles are most likely to be affected, and doing so 
accurately demands investments in the right initiatives. Coordinating 
training and reskilling programmes is the next step, as this is needed 
to help transition at-risk employees through ‘job corridors’ into new, 
more in-demand roles.

Government responsibility 

Reclaiming the role of humans in the future of work is not the 
sole responsibility of business leaders, though. Based on our 
current trajectory, the UK government is likely to face widescale 
unemployment issues if technology is allowed to replace jobs without 
supporting the transition to new ones. Action must be taken to 
incentivise businesses to engage in proactive workforce planning. 
Otherwise, it risks the introduction of technology to the workplace 
causing an employment crisis. Targeted investment in programmes 
that promote the retraining and reskilling of employees – and in 
some cases, make them mandatory – will ensure citizens will remain 
employable, and also address the issue of skills shortages for new, 
technology-focused roles. 
The capabilities of technology are both wonderous and frightening, 
and this is no more true than in the workplace. But humanity should 
be able to marvel at these capabilities with hope rather than fear, 
and for that to happen, a strategy that addresses the future role of 
automating technologies in the workplace is needed. Both businesses 
and governments must come together to devise a positive, proactive 
plan of action that allows for humans and technology to co-exist in 
the future, and pre-emptively transitions those in at-risk roles to new 
forms of work before it’s too late. Success here relies on definitive 
action – to create a future of work that benefits us all, action must 
start now. n
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Hybrid working and the advance of digitisation, much-discussed 
agenda points prior to 2020, were accelerated by the pandemic  
and have generated new challenges and fresh solutions for  
hard-pressed HR departments. Going forward, HR’s capability to 
optimise performance in a hybrid and diverse workforce will depend 
largely on their ability to use data to identify, retain and develop 
employees and to recruit the right candidates. 
Even before the pandemic, the adoption of data analytics was 
booming, as organisations sought all the efficiencies of digital 
transformation in the era of the cloud. As economic conditions 
assume greater normality, digitisation will extend further into HR. 
Businesses will seek to fix continuing problems with productivity and 
employee engagement which the pandemic has magnified, while also 
gearing up for greater competition. 
There is mounting evidence about the effectiveness of this approach. 
According to IBM, workforce analytics systems can make companies 
up to 66 per cent more likely to increase HR performance efficiency, 
but without any extra headcount. There is though, a lot of ground 
to make up. Globally, prior to the coronavirus, Gallup estimated 
$7 trillion in productivity was lost annually through poor employee 
engagement and workplace cultures that failed to motivate or inspire. 
All companies have data of course, but not all collect and collate 
employee information in a systematic manner, or hold it where it 
can be analysed quickly and in near-real-time by advanced people 
analytics solutions. 

Platforms make transformation accessible 

The big difference now, compared with even a few years ago, is 
the arrival of highly intuitive software platforms that are easy for the 
employee and their line manager to use. In-built automation removes so 
much of the admin drudgery associated with HR data, and ensures dates 
and deadlines are adhered to on both sides. 
HR platforms are critical to a more effective, holistic approach to HR 
analytics, because it is very difficult to use manual methods to keep track 

of every worker, their aspirations, performance, continuing education and 
goals, even in a medium-sized organisation. Manual methods are more 
likely to generate inaccuracies or inconsistencies that make data more 
difficult to analyse.
Collecting data on a platform also becomes a necessity when so 
many employees continue to work remotely. Management consultancy 
McKinsey found that across Europe, 38 per cent of employers now 
expect their employees to work two or more days a week away from 
the office after the pandemic. Regular check-ins with managers will be 
needed to maintain a sense of connection and to ensure employees are 
treated as individuals and develop on the course they have agreed. 

The pivotal role of people analytics

Once the platform has collected the data, HR can use people analytics 
to extract insights that are genuinely transformative. The capabilities they 
confer on an HR department help move it from a purely administrative 
role into a strategic driver of business initiatives and decisions.
In addition to spotting wider organisational trends, people analytics 
enables HR to understand individual employees, what makes them tick 
and to map their journey through the organisation. HR can take a more 
holistic, personalised approach to engagement, considering not only 
productivity and performance, but also physical and mental wellbeing, 
mood, and surroundings. This is about looking at the employee’s 
experience throughout the entire employment lifecycle from recruitment 
and onboarding through to when they leave.
People analytics gives HR the power to optimise performance, spot 
hidden threats and opportunities and build scenarios so they are never 
caught on the wrong foot. Companies that already invested in workforce 
planning analytics, for example, were quickly able to build scenarios 
when the UK government announced its furlough scheme in 2020. They 
had a much clearer view of the impact of furloughing specific individuals 
and bringing them back to full-time work, even in an enterprise-level 
organisation with thousands of employees. Using analytics to deliver 
business insights and actionable real-time intelligence makes  

‘what-if’ scenarios far easier to create and much more accurate than with 
spreadsheets alone. 

Analytics and the use of performance indicators

It is true, of course, that people do not go into HR because they are 
data scientists, but with the right software data can be extracted from 
business systems automatically, removing the chore (and mistakes) 
of manual collation. This is invaluable for report preparation and offers 
vital insights into where employee performance needs to be improved 
or where different functions need extra support or new recruits. 
Measurement according to key performance indicators provides 
near-immediate visualisation of where the organisation sits against 
its targets. Individuals or teams with high absence rates are flagged 
up faster, enabling earlier and more effective intervention. Analytics 
can reveal where an organisation has a problem with the retention of 
new recruits, putting the spotlight on on-boarding policies or delivery 
issues when it comes to their initial training. The ability to comb 
through thousands of records provides full visibility of periods of time 
managers are concerned about. 

Data-driven recruitment

With access to analytics, HR can quickly match a job spec to the 
qualifications of individuals when internal vacancies or promotion 
opportunities arise, examining feedback from managers over the 
candidate’s entire career in the company. Natural language processing 
tools are capable of rapid analysis of key terms to provide insights into 
who is most suitable and most likely to provide the best outcome. 
Identification of recruitment trends using analytics not only indicates 
when is the best time of year to fill certain types of role but also the 
candidates most worthy of offering an interview. No organisation should 
replace HR involvement and interviews with analytics, but tools of this 
kind reduce wasted effort on both sides of the recruitment equation.

Predictive HR and retention

Analytics platforms combined with AI-based technologies take HR a 
step further into predictive models, indicating where problems are likely 
to occur and where current successes may need more resources to 
grow in the face of new challenges. A predictive model will, for instance, 
flag up the need for intervention after employees leave, exposing their 
colleagues to heavier workloads. Or it may indicate that an individual 
requires skills development and training to fulfil their stated ambitions. 
Analytics solutions employed in this way, have a major role to play in 
improving retention. Before Covid, improving retention was a significant 
aim in most organisations, with two years being the average length of 
service for across most organisations. This focus on finding and retaining 
talent will intensify after Covid, precisely because markets could be 
subject to significant disruptions from new competitors emerging from 
economic turbulence. In these new conditions, analytics will scan the 
data and alert HR to flight-risk, or recommend actions to meet targets on 
recruitment, gender, pay gap and pension requirements. 

The importance of new approaches to employee data

Reaching this point of data maturity and obtaining these valuable 
capabilities in HR is within the grasp of most organisations. It may, 
however, require greater internal attention to the quality of data, 
which traditionally has been held in different formats and systems. 
Implementation of data-driven HR requires attention to data processing 
and adherence to new standards, as the entire organisation learns just 
what an asset its people data is. 
While we never want to reach the point of management by machine, 
the more effective use of people data and analytics is fast becoming a 
necessity. The ability to engage, inspire and promote employees, using 
data from what they say, feel and do, will be a major competitive capability, 
increasing productivity along with organisational and individual wellbeing. It 
will deliver significant benefits long after the end of the pandemic. n
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GO FIGURES 
Chris Kerridge, HR expert and product manager, MHR on how 
people analytics are the new power in the pocket of HR.
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The Bain and Gray annual survey of market and salary trends was 
conducted in the latter half of 2020, with over 1,000 clients. It is designed 
to provide an overview of recruitment volumes, industry sectors, hiring 
protocols and the use of temporary versus permanent staff. We also 
delved deeper to understand fully the changes to the London support 
market during the pandemic and the impact on the longer-term job 
market for executive support staff for 2021 and beyond. More recently, 
in a series of candidate webinars and individual candidate interviews, 
a truer picture of the long-term implications to business support roles 
across London has emerged.

The General Picture 

At the start of 2020, recruitment in London’s executive support industry 
was robust and employment levels were at a record high of over 75%. The 
pandemic hit and virtually overnight employees and employers were forced 
to adopt home-working and nurture a workforce without a communal 
workplace. The most agile of companies were well placed to adapt quickly, 
whilst other senior management faced a very real culture shift. 
The UK was forced into a national lockdown from March 23rd 2020 
which sent shockwaves throughout the country’s recruitment industry. 
Nobody knew what the future of the workplace would entail or 
indeed when business would return to the city. The executive support 
recruitment industry saw an immediate freeze on hiring; in the second 
quarter of 2020, 15 per cent of job offers were withdrawn by clients, and 
the demand for temporary staff cut in half. 
However, it has remained clear that the role of executive support 
assistant has adapted well to working from home and those who were 
always efficient have become more so. We anticipate 2021 will see a 
bounce back for client and candidate recruitment alike, with temporary 
and permanent vacancies on the rise. 

The key facets of 2020 

As spring morphed into summer 2020, the UK market saw significant 
changes in the demand for executive support roles: junior positions that 
typically required more onboarding and training lost out in the move to 
remote and virtual working. Conversely, the demand for more senior 
positions continued: at the height of the pandemic, the requirement for 
exceptional organisation skills was more valued than ever. 
Many businesses continued to hire throughout the second half of 2020 
in expectation of the resumption of normal service levels. Executive 
assistant and personal assistant salaries in London held their ground 
throughout this time; there was no noticeable drop in remuneration 
levels. Innovative businesses found ways to continue without prolonged 
disruption and many intend to keep flexible or hybrid working as a key 
component of working practices. 
The abrupt reduction in the temporary market of March 2020 steadily 
picked up in the latter half of the year and remains on an upward 
trajectory that is predicted to continue as staff return to the workplace. 
For many, hiring temporary staff is a good way to ensure goals are met 
without the long-term commitment of a permanent headcount. We are 
seeing more clients employ temporary and contract workers for front of 
house and project roles.

The status quo in 2021 

Many London companies are now adopting hybrid working 
arrangements; easily achieved with the right combination of efficient 
technology, good management and constant communication to keep 
everyone up to date. To maximise this new working model, exceptional 
organisation skills are more important than ever and the role of EA or 
PA is vital. For remote or hybrid working to succeed, support staff must 

enable the flow of communication in and out of the boardroom. Without 
this role of management gatekeeper, the boardroom risks being drowned 
out by noise. 
It is now clear that remote working does not damage productivity. 
Streamlining office systems has been a direct result of enforced remote 
working and will be vital for the successful adoption of hybrid working. 
Executive support staff are at the heart of adopting more efficient ways of 
working and ensuring that relevant technology is understood by everyone 
within a business or team. 
Those fortunate enough to have remained in permanent employment 
have discovered more effective ways of working and re-balanced the 
demands of home and work life. The two-hour daily commute has 
been replaced with two hours of desk time. It’s possible to nip out for 
the school run and be back at your desk within the hour, working more 
effectively than before. Some families have moved out of London 
altogether, a permanent solution for those returning in a hybrid model 
which only required presence in an office for two or three days of the 
working week. This had led to a more productive and happier workforce, 
which is good for business and individuals alike. Many companies are 
adopting new measures to avoid staff burnout and taking onboard the 
positive lessons learned. 

Maternity cover on the rise 

Now over a year since the first national lockdown, there is an upswing in 
the number of maternity cover roles, which ties in with the reported five 
year high in demand for National Health Service antenatal appointments 
in the third quarter of 2020. One London based client who usually has 
two or three maternity contracts per year now has over ten, which makes 
up an eighth of their EA support group in the business. 

Maternity contracts have historically only appealed to a smaller 
percentage of candidates; many steered away short-term contracts and 
preferred the security of a permanent role where companies offer a more 
comprehensive benefits package. Contracts tended not to be attractive to 
someone in a role on a short notice period. 
Due to the surge in numbers of maternity contracts, we are now advising 
candidates to be more flexible in their job search as they are missing 
out on exciting, varied and fantastic opportunities that could in turn go 
permanent. Those looking to thrive in these roles need to be nimble to 
adjust to new ways of working and to blend in quickly and effectively in 
a new business environment. Temp positions often lead to permanent 
contracts and for those looking for full-time opportunities this can be a 
good way through the door. 

Interview and selection 

Candidates have experienced a longer interview process and report they 
have met more team members during the post-pandemic recruitment 
than would have been typical before. A brief meeting or handshake at 
the end of a face-to-face interview with a handful of individuals has been 
replaced with a more protracted process. While harder to ascertain the 
office environment, many candidates feel they have benefited from 
meeting more members of the team, which has given them greater 
insight into the business and the people. Candidates now have a more 
in-depth impression of the person they may be working with and of the 
corporate culture. 
Some candidates have gone for opportunities that they might not have 
previously considered. While remote recruitment practices work, nothing 
beats the ability to meet potential employees face-to-face before deciding 
whether they are a match for your organisation, a point on which 
candidates and clients happily agree. n

Tray Durrant, executive director at Bain and Gray reviews 
the company’s marketplace covering support roles from 
receptionists to chiefs of staff.
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